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Version 10.13 of 123insight ERP/

MRP manufacturing software is now 

available.

The release contains new features 

and enhancements across all major 

areas of the software, including, 

commercial, stores, accounts, 

financials and CRM.

v10.13 includes several new stores-

related features. On-hand stock 

quantities can now be amended via an 

Excel export/update, allowing mass 

changes to easily be performed in a 

spreadsheet and re-imported back 

into the software. Users can adjust 

the quantity of a batch using the 

adjust existing batch feature which 

will also update the last stock check 

date to today’s date.

The new release includes a 

number of enhancements to ‘View-IT 

Enterprise’, such as displaying the 

number of current activities that a 

user is currently booked to on the 

clocking enquiry within the shop floor 

tab. The goods awaiting sales invoice 

report now includes the advance 

invoice value and uninvoiced total.

Future movements has been 

enhanced so that when MRP suggests 

that a works order or purchase order 

is to be rescheduled to another date, 

the quantity due in will display against 

the reschedule entry. This avoids false 

shortages being displayed.

For the purchasing department, 

V10.13 now includes the ability to 

amend the purchase order raised 

on date, as well as now providing a 

purchase order created date.

Managing director Simon Badger 

said: “As we re-invest a third of 

our subscription revenue back into 

development, v10.13 is the second 

release we’ve been able to make 

this year. This allows us to regularly 

deliver enhancements ensuring that 

our customers can continue to get the 

best out of the system.”

All 123insight customers can update 

to the latest version at no cost under 

the monthly subscription. A remote 

update service is available for £295.
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